The Ambrose Deception  
Rhodes, Emily 2018
Solve three clues and win a $10,000 scholarship. That’s what Melissa, Wilf, and Bondi think they’re competing for.

Boy Bites Bug  
Petruck, Rebecca 2018
Eating a live stinkbug makes Will famous at school. Now that he’s Bug Boy, he doesn’t want to be the only one eating insects.

The Crims  
Davies, Kate 2017
The Crims are criminals. At least they want to be. Not Imogen. She has turned her back on the family business, but they need her help.

Front Desk  
Yang, Kelly 2018
Mia’s parents told her America would be amazing. Now her family lives in a motel they manage for cold-hearted Mr. Yao.

Ghost Boys  
Rhodes, Jewell Parker 2018
Jerome died at age 12. Now he’s a ghost, and only one person can see him: the daughter of the white officer who shot him.

The Goolz Next Door: A Bad Night for Bullies  
Ghislain, Gary 2018
Harold’s life is normal until the Goolz family moves in next door. Now a horrifying ghost appears in the attic, and bullies seem to vanish.

Granted  
Anderson, John David 2018
Ophelia is a Granter, a fairy trained to grant wishes with the world’s dwindling supply of magic. She’s positive her first mission will be a success.

Grump  
Shurtliff, Liesl 2018
When Grump flees the dwarves’ cavern, he gets caught in a plot between Queen Elfrieda and her stepdaughter Snow White.

The Mighty Odds  
Ignatow, Amy 2016
After surviving a bus accident, Nick can teleport four inches to the left. And he’s not the only one with a strange new superpower.

The Miscalculations of Lightning Girl  
McAnulty, Stacy 2018
A lightning strike rewired Lucy’s brain. She’s a math genius and ready for college. But her grandmother sends her to middle school instead.

Princess DisGrace: The Dragon Dance  
Kuenzler, Lou 2014
One day Princess Grace glimpses a dragon near Tall Towers Princess Academy. Nobody believes her except orphan Hetty.

Sing Like Nobody’s Listening  
Gutknecht, Allison 2018
Wylie and Jada do everything together—until Jada gets a part in the school musical. Wylie dreads losing her BFF to the theatre people.
**Nonfiction**

- **Bet You Didn’t Know!**
  National Geographic Kids
  J 031.02 BET

- **How to Draw**
  Johnson, Clare
  J and YA 741.2 JOH

- **Lost in the Pacific, 1942**
  Olson, Tod
  J and YA 940.5449 OLS

- **Made for Each Other**
  Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw
  J 636.7 PAT

**Fiction**

- **Super Life of Ben Braver**
  Emerson, Marcus
  2018
  Invited to attend a secret school for kids with superpowers, Ben can’t wait for his own power to show up. If it ever does.

  *J F Emerson*

- **Wake Up Missing**
  Messner, Kate
  2013
  Cat hopes an elite clinic in the Florida swamps will help her recover from her brain injury. But something about the place isn’t right...

  *J and YA F Messner*

- **Who Killed Darius Drake?**
  Philbrick, Rodman
  2017
  Arthur’s classmate Darius gets a frightening note: “Who killed Darius Drake?” The boy isn’t dead—yet—and he wants Arthur’s help.

  *J and YA F Philbrick*

- **The Wizard’s Dog**
  Gale, Eric Kahn
  2017
  Nosewise is a good dog. He knows “sit” and “shake,” but he wants to learn real magic like his master Merlin and pack mate Morgana.

  *J and YA F Gale*

**Graphic Novels**

- **The City of Ember: The Graphic Novel**
  DuPrau, Jeanne
  J and YA 741.5 DUP

- **Yukon Ho! A Calvin and Hobbes Collection**
  Watterson, Bill
  YA 741.5 WAT

Jackson County Library’s booktalk program serves fourth through sixth grade classes in Jackson County. The program is supported by a bequest from the Kenneth A. and Lucille D. Hulburt Family Trust.